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About This Game

Side scrolling adventure in virtual reality featuring NVIDIA GameWorks!

Little Einar has escaped!

Help him seek his revenge upon his captors.

Control Little Einar as he runs, jumps, double jumps, and smashes his way through fun and challenging levels.

Do you have what it takes to wield the hammer?

A VR Plaformer with an old school feel.

Little Einar is built for VR with the spirit of old platformers in mind. The controls are simple. Knowing when to use them is the
challenge.

Room Scale action that plays out around you.

Little Einar is played along the walls of your play space for an interesting twist on a classic genre. Get close to the action, scope
out the battlefield, plan your move, and time your attacks just right.
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Title: Little Einar
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
MADBones Games
Publisher:
MADBones Games
Release Date: 18 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel™ Core™ i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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little einar vr. little einar

Nice little game, it shows promise and I just find it fresh and enjoyable to play that kind of a platformer in VR.

However the game's biggest problem is that the optimization is killing it, because the game is also difficult - it requires skills,
precision and reflex, and the last two are overly tricky due to low FPS (the reaction\/responsiveness isn't fast and smooth,
making it that much harder to play). So honestly, I would give it a neutral review if I could, but since it does have potential like I
mentioned, I'd rather recommend it to more people, in hope the developer will keep working on it and make it better.

Other things that could use some improvement is a lower detection range of those projectile shots - I'm getting killed when the
ball is still a bit away from me, which can be frustrating. Also, please consider maybe having a checkpoint or two in the middle
of a level - at least for now when the game is so hard. Or implement some other kind of "easy mode", because right now it takes
a lot of enjoyment out of an otherwise really fun game ;)
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